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1

Entanglement as a connection

Subregion duality has taught us that the physics in a bulk entanglement wedge, i.e. its
geometry, quantum state and dynamics of local quantum fields, can be recovered from the
state ρ and operator algebra A(O) of its dual CFT subregion [1–4]. The cornerstone of
this important insight was the equivalence between the modular Hamiltonians on the two
sides of the duality [5–7] within the code subspace [3]
A
CFT
bulk
Hmod
=
+ Hmod
(1.1)
4GN
with the modular Hamiltonians defined as Hmod = − log ρ and A the area operator of the
HRRT surface [8, 9] bounding the entanglement wedge.
In this paper, we utilize relation (1.1) to make precise how boundary entanglement
‘builds’ the bulk spacetime [10, 11] by sewing together entanglement wedges to produce its
global geometry. In ordinary differential geometry, spacetime is constructed by consistently
gluing small patches of Minkowski space, the local tangent spaces of a base manifold.
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2 Modular Berry connection
2.1 A toy example
2.2 Gauging the modular zero modes
2.3 Comment on two-sided modular Hamiltonians
2.4 Modular Berry holonomy examples
2.4.1 CFT2 vacuum
2.4.2 Null deformations and modular inclusions

where i is indexing the zero-mode subalgebra. For a physicist with access only to A, these
symmetries of her local state translate to a freedom of choice of her overall zero-mode
frame. On the other hand, entanglement in the global CFT state renders the relative
zero-mode frame of different modular Hamiltonians physical, establishing a map between
the algebras localized in different subregions, as we explain in section 2.1. Our proposal
is to think of this zero mode ambiguity of subregions as a gauge symmetry in the space
of modular Hamiltonians. The relative modular frame is then encoded in the connection
on the relevant bundle —the modular Berry connection [13] which we define for arbitrary
states in section 2.2.
The bulk meaning of this zero-mode ambiguity of CFT subregions follows from relation (1.1). At leading order in GN , bulk modular zero modes consist of large diffeomorphisms that do not vanish at the HRRT surface. These are the gravitational edge
modes [14] or asymptotic symmetries [15, 16] of the extremal surface and, as we show in
section 3.1, they consist of internal diffeomorphisms and local boost transformations on the
normal 2-D plane. While the edge-mode frame for every given wedge can be chosen at will,
the bulk spacetime allows us to compare frames of different wedges. When the extrinsic
curvature of the HRRT surface is small compared to the Riemann curvature of the bulk
spacetime, the bulk modular connection becomes the relative embedding of the local coordinate systems about the surfaces, which is a central result in our paper (3.12)−(3.14). The
curvature of this connection includes the bulk Riemann tensor as one of its components,
as we demonstrate in detail in section 3.2 and 3.3.
The gravitational connection of section 3 and the CFT connection of section 2 encode
the relations of modular Hamiltonians on the two sides of AdS/CFT and are constructed
by identical sets of rules. By virtue of (1.1) we, therefore, propose in section 4 that they are
related by duality. This provides a direct holographic link between the bulk curvature and
the Berry curvature for the modular Hamiltonians of the CFT state. We conclude with a
discussion of a number of conceptual and technical applications of the tools developed in
this work.

2
2.1

Modular Berry connection
A toy example

The central idea underlying this work is that entanglement plays the role of a connection
for subsystems of a quantum state [12]. In close analogy to the ordinary geometric connec-
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Central to this task is the spacetime connection that relates the Lorentz frames of nearby
tangent spaces and endows spacetime with its curvature. Adopting this spirit, we explain
how holographic spacetimes are assembled by the set of entanglement wedges by means of a
geometric connection, which we propose is determined microscopically by the entanglement
structure of the dual CFT state. The curvature of this entanglement connection reflects
the bulk curvature in a way we make precise in section 3.
Our central idea is to treat entanglement as a quantum notion of connection between
subsystems [12]. All correlation functions within a CFT subregion A with modular operator
A
Hmod
are invariant under the unitary evolution generated by modular zero-modes QA
i :
 A

Qi , Hmod,A = 0
(1.2)

tion of General Relativity which relates the Lorentz frames of nearby tangent spaces, the
structure of entanglement defines the relation between the Hilbert space bases of different
subsystems.
The simplest illustration of this idea involves a system of two qubits A and B in a
maximally entangled state:
X
|ψiAB =
Wij |iiA |jiB .
(2.1)
ij

i
i
hσA
i = hUA† σA
UA i
i
i
hσB
i = hUB† σB
UB i .

(2.2)

i
Here UA , UB ∈ SU(2) and σA,B
(i = x, y, z) are the Pauli operators that generate the
algebra of observables for the corresponding qubit. Each qubit is, therefore, endowed with
a ‘local’ SU(2) symmetry; in the absence of any external system of reference, the choice of
the local unitary frame for A or B is simply a matter of convention.
Due to the entanglement of the two qubits in (2.1), however, expectation values of
i σ j are not invariant under independent unitary rotations U and U . This reflects the
σA
A
B
B
fact that the global state fixes the relative unitary frame of the subsystems. More precisely,
|ψiAB defines a linear map Wij between the two Hilbert spaces
X
|iiA → |ĩiB = A hi|ψiAB =
Wij∗ |jiB
(2.3)
j

that can be used to define an anti-linear map between the operators on the two Hilbert
spaces:
†
σA |iiA → σ̃B |ĩiB = A hi|σA
|ψiAB , ∀|iiA
∗ ∗
⇒ σ̃B,ij = Wki
σA,kl (W ∗ )−1
jl .

(2.4)

The operators σ̃B are a simple example of the mirror operators of σA as discussed
in [17], with |ψiAB a cyclic and separating vector for the algebra of operators acting on
subsystem A.
It follows from definition (2.3) that the map between the two Hilbert spaces transforms
under the action of a local SU(2) symmetry on each qubit as:
†
Wij → UA,
ik Wkl UB, lj .

(2.5)

By virtue of (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5), the matrix Wij can be interpreted as an open Wilson
line between the Hilbert spaces of the two qubits, with a form dictated by the pattern
of entanglement. From a heuristic ER=EPR viewpoint, Wij can be thought of as the
gravitational Wilson line threading the quantum wormhole connecting the qubits [11].
Our main interest is in applying these observations to holographic duality; see figure 1.
If we divide a holographic CFT into two subregions A and B, a global pure state can likewise
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The reduced density matrix of each qubit is maximally mixed. Both ρA and ρB are invariant under unitary transformations on the respective Hilbert space, which translates to a
symmetry of expectation values for operators localized in A or B:

be represented as a matrix Wij that is analogous to (2.1). We can think of this matrix as
being prepared by a tensor network that fills a spatial slice of the bulk spacetime. Under
changes of bases in A and in B, the matrix also transforms as in (2.5), i.e. as a Wilson line.
What are the corresponding Wilson loops? Are they non-trivial and what feature of the
bulk spacetime do they probe? We will answer these questions in the body of the paper.
One highlight is that the holonomies of the entanglement connection probe the curvature
of the dual spacetime. We interpret this as an indication that the pattern of entanglement
of subsystems and the pattern of physical Wilson line dressing in gauge theories ought to
be considered on equal footing.
The remainder of this section is devoted to formulating the quantum notion of connection when the subsystems of interest are subregions of a CFT, in arbitrary states. As in
all geometric problems that involve a connection, the correct mathematical formalism here
is that of fiber bundles. A reminder of the relevant concepts from differential geometry, as
well as a description of the fiber bundle at hand, is given in figure 2.
2.2

Gauging the modular zero modes

Every subregion A of a CFT selects an algebra of operators AA that is localized in it, and
a modular Hamiltonian Hmod which encodes the reduced state in A via Hmod = − log ρA .
Strictly speaking, density matrices are not well-defined objects in quantum field theory
and become meaningful only in the presence of a UV cutoff. In contrast, the sum of the
modular Hamiltonians of AA and its commutant AĀ is well-defined in the continuum and
any rigorous construction should directly refer to these two-sided operators.
We emphasize that our discussion is inherently two-sided. In order to postpone a few
minor subtleties for conceptual clarity, however, we choose to phrase our initial presentation
in terms of single-sided Hmod s and comment on its two-sided version in subsection 2.3.

–4–
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Figure 1. A holographic representation of eqs. (2.1)–(2.5): the global state Wij of a bipartite
holographic CFT is prepared by a tensor network that fills a spatial slice of the bulk spacetime
(orange). The division of the CFT is illustrated with a red line that cuts through the bulk. The
panels show two general examples of ‘gauge transformations’ of ‘Wilson line’ W . The focus of this
paper will be on those gauge transformations, which localize on HRRT surfaces.

Modular zero modes as local symmetries.


Hermitian operators QA
i obeying


QA
i , Hmod,A = 0

(2.6)

are called modular zero modes. The unitary flow generated by Qi defines an automorphism
of AA that is a symmetry of subregion A: the transformation
†
O → UQ
(si ) O UQ (si )

∀ O ∈ AA ,

(2.7)

P

where UQ = e−i i Qi si , maps the algebra into itself while preserving the expectation values
of all of its elements in the given state. As a result, physical data localized in a subregion
carry no information about its overall zero mode frame. This local ambiguity is, of course,
irrelevant for all measurements or computations restricted to A. It is a gauge freedom,
which spans the vertical (fiber) directions of our bundle.
A useful way of describing the zero-mode ambiguity is by switching to a ‘Schrödinger
picture.’ The modular Hamiltonian is a Hermitian operator on the CFT Hilbert space, so
it can be decomposed as
Hmod = U † ∆U,

(2.8)

where a diagonal matrix ∆ encodes the spectrum and a unitary U selects the basis of
eigenvectors. Transformations generated by Qi preserve the form of Hmod and, as a result,
the basis U in (2.8) is only determined up to a gauge transformation consisting of right
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Figure 2. The fiber bundle studied in this paper. The base comprises different modular Hamiltonians and the fibers are modular zero mode frames.

multiplication by UQ :1
U → U 0 = U UQ .

(2.9)

Modular Berry connection as the relative zero-mode frame. Consider now a
continuous family of connected CFT subregions parametrized by λ and their modular
Hamiltonians Hmod (λ). (See figure 3.) The relations between these modular Hamiltonians
can be conveniently expressed in terms of two families of operators: one describing the
change of spectrum and another the precession of the basis as we vary λ. In particular,
using decomposition (2.8), the λ-derivative of Hmod (λ) is organized as
˙
Ḣmod = [U̇ † U, Hmod ] + U † ∆U,

(2.10)

where ˙ ≡ ∂λ and we have suppressed the λ-dependence of all operators for clarity. This
shape-derivative of Hmod may cause some discomfort to the careful reader, since the density
matrices of different subregions formally live in different Hilbert spaces. For an infinitesimal
transformation of the region’s boundary, however, this computation is in fact under control,
as was shown in [18]. The trick is to think of the shape deformation as sourcing a stresstensor insertion at the subregion’s boundary. The calculation requires a delicate treatment
of the cutoff but it yields sensible results both in the CFT [18] and holographically [25].
In case this comment does not alleviate the reader’s distress, we emphasize again that
the discussion can be entirely expressed in terms of the full modular operators Hmod (λ) +
Hmod (λc ), with λc the complement of region λ, which are well-defined operators on the full
CFT Hilbert space, and refer them to subsection 2.3 for a detailed comment.
1

In other words, there is an equivalence class of CFT bases defined by U ∼ U UQ , in which Hmod has
identical matrix elements.
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Figure 3. A closed trajectory in the space of CFT regions. To avoid clutter and to clarify the
holographic application, here we display the family of corresponding RT surfaces in the bulk of AdS.

The second term on the right hand side of (2.10) encodes the change in the spectrum
˙ Hmod ] = 0, it belongs to the local algebra of modular zero
of Hmod and, since [U † ∆U,
modes. We can isolate this spectrum changing piece by introducing a projector P0λ onto
the zero-mode sector of Hmod (λ). The latter can formally be constructed in terms of
modular flow2
Z Λ
1
λ
P0 [V ] ≡ lim
ds eiHmod (λ)s V e−iHmod (λ)s
(2.11)
Λ→∞ 2Λ −Λ

(2.12)

E,qa ,qa0

where |E, qa i are simultaneous eigenstates of Hmod (λ) and a commuting set of zero modes
Qa , with eigenvalues E and qa respectively. For systems with finite-dimensional Hilbert
spaces, the zero-mode projector takes another useful form. Hermitian operators on a
Hilbert space H with dim(H) = D form a vector space and {I, Ti }, where Ti are the SU(D)
generators, form a complete basis which is orthonormal with respect to the Frobenius
1
inner product (Ti |Tj ) = D
Tr [Ti Tj ] = δij . One can, therefore, find an orthonormal basis of
modular zero modes {Qi }, [Qi , Hmod ] = 0 and (Qi |Qj ) = δij and define the projector:
P0 [V ] =

X

(Qi |V )Qi =

i

X 1
Tr[Qi V ]Qi .
D

(2.13)

i

An application of P0λ on both sides of eq. (2.10) then equates the spectrum changing
operator to the zero mode component of Ḣmod :
˙ = P0λ [Ḣmod (λ)] .
U † ∆U

(2.14)

The operator U̇ † (λ)U (λ) in (2.10), in turn, encodes the change of basis accompanying an
infinitesimal shape variation of the region. Combining eq. (2.10) and (2.14) the relative
basis operator is defined as the solution to equation:
Ḣmod − P0λ [Ḣmod ] = [U̇ † U, Hmod (λ)] .

(2.15)

As is apparent, (2.15) fixes U̇ † (λ)U (λ) only up to addition of zero modes. This ambiguous
zero mode component is precisely the information we seek and it leads us to introduce the
modular Berry connection:
Definition 1. Consider the space of CFT subregions K, parametrized by a set of coordinates λi .3 The modular Berry connection is a 1-form in K that encodes the relative zero
2

This formula should be taken with a grain of salt since there can be Hermitian eigen-operators of the
modular Hamiltonian [Hmod , V ] = κV which necessarily have imaginary eigenvalues, leading to exponential
contributions to the integral (2.11).
3
The index i here can be discrete or continuous. For subregions of quantum field theories in d spacetime
dimensions, which is our main focus in this paper, λi stands for the shape and location of the subregion’s
boundary.
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or in a Hilbert space representation simply as:
X
P0λ [V ] ≡
|E, qa ihE, qa |V |E, qa0 ihE, qa0 |,

mode frame of infinitesimally separated modular Hamiltonians Hmod (λi ) and Hmod (λi +δλi )
and is given by:
Γ(λi , δλi ) = P0λ [∂λi U † U ] δλi ,
(2.16)
where P0λ is the projector onto the zero-mode sector of Hmod (λi ) given by (2.11) or (2.12).
Under a λ-dependent gauge transformation (2.9), the connection (2.16) transforms as:
†
†
U (λ) → U 0 (λ) = U (λ)UQ (λ) ⇒ Γ → Γ0 = UQ
Γ UQ − UQ
∂λi UQ δλi .

(2.17)

Modular parallel transport and holonomies.
can define a covariant derivative

Granted a connection on a bundle, we

(r)

Dλ = ∂λ + Γ(r) ,

(2.18)

where Γ(r) is an appropriate representation of connection (2.16). This covariant derivative
generates parallel transport. Any charged object, parallel transported along a closed loop
C, returns to its starting point transformed by the holonomy of C.
Consider now a continuous 1-parameter family of modular Hamiltonians of a QFT
state, Hmod (λ), λ ∈ [0, 1], which forms a closed loop Hmod (0) = Hmod (1). The operator
U (λ) from eq. (2.8), which encodes the local choice of basis in every subregion, is charged
under the zero modes with transformation rule (2.9). Therefore, we can compute the
modular Berry holonomy of our closed loop by solving the transport problem for U .
Parallel transport of U (λ0 ) assigns a basis Ũ (λ) to the modular Hamiltonians Hmod (λ)
for all λ ∈ [0, 1], with the initial conditon Ũ (λ0 ) = U (λ0 ). For an infinitesimal step δλ
away from λ0 , Ũ is equal to
Ũ (λ0 + δλ) ≈ U (λ0 ) + δλ Dλ U (λ0 ) = U (λ0 + δλ) + U (λ0 )P0λ0 [U̇ † U ]δλ .

(2.19)

Multiplying both sides of (2.19) with Ũ † (λ0 ) from the left, we observe that the operator
δ
Vδλ = Ũ † δλ
Ũ that generates the parallel transport of the basis obeys the conditions:
Ḣmod − P0λ [Ḣmod ] = [Vδλ (λ), Hmod ]
P0λ [Vδλ (λ)] = 0 .

(2.20)

Equations (2.20) define the modular Berry transport. In section 2.4, we solve this transport
problem in two tractable examples and compute the modular curvature.
What are the modular zero modes? An important comment is in order. In a typical
CFT state, the only symmetries of the modular Hamiltonian of a subregion are generated
by Hmod itself or the zero-modes of any globally conserved charges — or they are phase
rotations of individual modular eigenstates. However, in anticipation of a connection to
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For the readers who may find expression (2.16) for the Berry connection unfamiliar
or confusing, in appendix A we include a short illustration of how (2.16) reduces to the
standard Berry connection [19, 20] when applied to a family of pure states.

holography, it is important to recall that the equivalence of the bulk and boundary modular
operators (1.1) proposed by JLMS [7] holds within a code subspace
Pcode Hmod Pcode =

A
+ Hbulk
4GN

(2.21)

We discuss the importance of this point in more detail in section 4.
2.3

Comment on two-sided modular Hamiltonians

Having concluded the presentation of our CFT formalism in the language of subregion
modular Hamiltonians, we wish to illustrate that the construction can be phrased directly
in terms of the full modular Hamiltonians of CFT bipartitions, Hfull (λ) ≡ Hmod (λ) +
Hmod (λc ), with λc the complement of region λ. This is important because it is Hfull (λ), and
not Hmod (λ), that generate a well-defined unitary flow in continuum quantum field theories.
First note that the zero-modes of the single-sided modular Hamiltonians (2.6) are obviously a subset of zero-modes of the full modular operator. However, Hfull has a much
larger set of zero-modes Q̃i . These generate unitary transformations on the entire Hilbert
space that do not necessarily factorize to products of unitary operators on the two complementary subregions. Intuitively, they are transformations that are allowed to change
the density matrices ρλ , ρλc but preserve ρλ ⊗ ρ−1
λc . The fiber bundle associated to the
full modular Hamiltonians has, therefore, a much larger gauge group than the one for the
single-sided Hmod s.
Nevertheless, the modular Berry holonomies associated to a given global state |ψi are
identical for the two problems. The reason is that the Hilbert space vector |ψi “spontaneously breaks” the symmetry group of Hfull (λ) to the subgroup that preserves the state:
UQ̃i |ψi = |ψi .

(2.23)

As a result, parallel transport will only generate holonomies valued in the much smaller
subgroup of zero-modes (2.23) which is shared between the two-sided and single-sided
modular operators. The vanishing of the Berry curvature components along the extra
zero-mode directions of Hfull implies that there is a globally consistent gauge in which the
relevant projection of the connection vanishes everywhere and the computation reduces to
the one presented in the previous section.
2.4
2.4.1

Modular Berry holonomy examples
CFT2 vacuum

We now put our definition (2.16) to work and explicitly compute the modular curvature in
a tractable, illustrative example: the vacuum of a CFT2 on a circle. This was computed
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as articulated in the error correction framework of [3]. In connecting our CFT discussion
to the bulk we are, therefore, not interested in exact zero-modes but only in approximate
ones, constructed by the requirement that they commute with the code subspace projection
of Hmod
[Qi , Pcode Hmod Pcode ] = 0 .
(2.22)

previously in [13] by exploiting the geometry of the space of CFT intervals, or kinematic
space [21, 22]. This subsection establishes the consistency of the general rules proposed
here with the results of [13].
The (two-sided) vacuum modular Hamiltonian of an interval is an element of the
conformal algebra. The global SO(2, 2) symmetry algebra of a CFT2 decomposes to a
pair of commuting SO(2, 1) subalgebras, which act on left-moving and right-moving null
coordinates x+ and x− , respectively. The commutation relations are
[L0 , L1 ] = −L1

[L0 , L−1 ] = L−1

[L1 , L−1 ] = 2L0

(2.24)

Hmod = K+ + K− ,
where K+ and K− are linear combinations of L−1,0,1 and L̄−1,0,1 . Their coefficients are
functions of the endpoint coordinates of the interval; we derive them in appendix B.
In order to compute modular Berry holonomies, we need to solve the parallel transport
problem for the basis of the modular Hamiltonian. For example, given two nearby modular
Hamiltonians K+ (a+ , b+ ) and K+ (a+ + da+ , b+ ), we need to find an operator Vδa+ that
solves equations (2.20). Using the explicit form of the modular Hamiltonian (B.4) and the
conformal algebra, we find that
∂ a+ K+ =

1
[∂ + K+ , K+ ]
2πi a

(2.25)

so in this case parallel transport is generated by (1/2πi) ∂a+ K+ . More details of the
calculation, as well as parallel transport along more general trajectories in the space of
CFT intervals, are given in appendix B.
The modular Berry curvature can now be computed straightforwardly:
1
K+
2
+
2πi sin (b − a+ ) /2
1
K−
R[δa− , δb− ] = −
.
2
−
2πi sin (b − a− )/2
R[δa+ , δb+ ] = −

(2.26)

This exercise can also be applied to the computation of holonomies for modular Hamiltonians of ball-shaped regions in the vacuum of higher dimensional CFTs.
2.4.2

Null deformations and modular inclusions

The solution to the modular Berry transport becomes tractable in another interesting
example: families of modular Hamiltonians for subregions with null separated boundaries,
in a CFTd vacuum. The origin of the simplification in this case is not conformal symmetry
but, more interestingly, an algebraic QFT theorem for half-sided modular inclusions [23].
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and similarly for L̄i .
The modular Hamiltonian of the interval with endpoints at xµL = (a+ , a− ) and xµR =
(b+ , b− ) is the generator of the boost transformation that preserves xL and xR and has
the form

Two operator subalgebras A1 and A2 ⊂ A1 are said to form a modular inclusion if
modular evolution by Hmod,1 maps A2 into itself for all positive modular times:
†
Umod,1
(s)A2 Umod,1 (s) ⊂ A2 ∀s > 0 .

(2.27)

The half-sided modular inclusion theorem then states that the modular Hamiltonians of
included algebras satisfy the commutator:
[H2 , H1 ] = 2πi(H2 − H1 ) .

(2.28)

mod
The null functional derivative of the modular Hamiltonian δH
δu(x) is, therefore, an eigenoperator of H with non-zero eigenvalue 2πi that satisfies (2.20). The parallel transport
operator for null deformations is then:

Vδu =

3
3.1

1 δHmod
2πi δu(x)

(2.30)

Entanglement wedge connection
Modular zero modes in the bulk

The link between our CFT discussion and the bulk gravity theory is the JLMS relation [5–
7]. The modular Hamiltonian of a boundary subregion is holographically mapped to:
Hmod =

A
bulk
+ Hmod
4GN

(3.1)

bulk the modular Hamiltonian of the
where A is the HRRT surface area operator and Hmod
bulk QFT state in the associated entanglement wedge. This operator equivalence holds
within the subspace of the CFT Hilbert space that corresponds to effective field theory
excitations about a given spacetime background, called the code subspace [3].
An important consequence of (3.1) is that, for all holographic states of interest, Hmod
admits a geometric description in a small neighborhood of the HRRT surface [4, 24]. The
area operator in Einstein gravity is identified with the Noether charge for diffeomorphisms
M
ζmod
that asymptote to a homogenous boost near the RT surface. Moreover, for finite
bulk reduces to its vacuum expression in the same neighborhood, imenergy bulk states, Hmod
plementing the above boost transformation on the matter fields. This renders the, generally
non-local, Hmod a geometric boost generator at the edge of the entanglement wedge.
To make our discussion concrete, we partially fix the gauge to be orthonormal to the
HRRT surface




g = ηαβ + wαβ|γ (y) xγ + O(x2 ) dxα ⊗ dxβ + 2σiα|β (y) xβ + O(x2 ) dxα ⊗ dy i


+ γij (y) + kij|α (y) xα + O(x2 ) dy i ⊗ dy j
(3.2)
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In the CFTd vacuum, when two subregions are related by an infinitesimal null deformation xµe.s. → xµe.s. +uµ (xe.s ) their algebras are indeed included and (2.28) directly implies:


δHmod
δHmod
, H = 2πi
.
(2.29)
δu(x)
δu(x)

where y i , i = 2, . . . d is some choice of coordinates along the minimal surface directions
and xα , α = 0, 1 parametrize distances along two orthogonal transverse directions, with
the extremal surface at xα = 0. The boost generated by the CFT modular Hamiltonian in
the gauge (3.2) reads:
xα ∼0

α
ζmod
−−−→ 2παβ xβ
xα ∼0

i
ζmod
−−−→ 0 .

(3.3)

Bulk modular zero modes. As is the case for the modular Hamiltonian itself, the zero


bulk = 0.
modes will generally be non-local operators in the bulk wedge, defined by Qi , Hmod
Near the extremal surface, however, due to the geometric action of Hmod a class of zero
modes will reduce to generators of spacetime transformations:
Q = ζ M (y i )∂M + O(x+ Kij|+ , x− Kij|− ) .

(3.4)

These need to preserve the location and area of the HRRT surface and commute with the
modular boost (3.3), which translates to the condition
M
N
[ζ, ζmod ]M = ζ N ∂N ζmod
− ζmod
∂N ζ M = 0 .

(3.5)

Moreover, we demand that the diffeomorphisms generated by (3.4) are non-trivial. In a
spacetime with no boundary, all spacetime transformations have vanishing generators, as
a result of the constraint equations of gravity. When boundaries exist, however, diffeomorphisms that act non-trivially on them are endowed with non-vanishing Noether charges.
An entanglement wedge has two boundaries: the standard asymptotic boundary used
to define CFT correlators and the boundary selected by the HRRT surface. Large diffeomorphisms that do not vanish asymptotically give rise to the boundary conformal group
and they are not relevant for us here. On the other hand, diffeomorphisms that act nontrivially on the HRRT surface have Noether charge [30]
Z
1
√ αβ
Noether
Qζ
=−
γ  ∇α ζβ
(3.6)
4πGN RT
and constitute bulk zero-modes when QNoether
6= 0 and (3.5) is satisfied. The modular
ζ
boost is, of course, one of them, with a Noether charge equal to the area of the extremal
surface in Planck units.
The symmetry group selected by the above requirements consists of diffeomorphisms
along the minimal surface directions and location-dependent boosts in its normal plane. In
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This approximation for the modular flow is valid within a neighborhood with size set by the
normal extrinsic curvature of the HRRT surface x+ Kij|+ , x− Kij|−  1 where x± normal
lightlike coordinates [4]. Beyond this regime, modular flow gets modified by generically
non-local contributions. Our entire discussion in this section assumes the validity of approximation (3.3). We will discuss how the corrections restrict the regime of validity of our
results in section 3.3.

gauge (3.2) the zero-modes read:
xα ∼0

ζ α −−−→ ω(y) αβ xβ
xα ∼0

ζ i −−−→ ζ0i (y) + 0 · x

(3.7)

3.2

Relative edge-mode frame as a connection

Consider now two entanglement wedges, λ and λ + δλ, whose HRRT surfaces are infinitesM (x; λ)
imally separated from each other. Each wedge is equipped with a vector field ζmod
generating the corresponding modular flow near its HRRT surface. Moreover, each wedge
comes with its own arbitrary choice of zero-mode frame, which given (3.7) is simply an
internal coordinate system on the extremal surface and a hyperbolic angle coordinate on
its transverse 2D plane. Figure 4 below zooms in on a small fragment of four extremal
surfaces and displays their zero-mode frames.
The key idea now is that the geometry of the global spacetime enables us to compare
the two zero mode frames. What makes this possible is the existence of diffeomorphisms
xM → xM + ξ M (x), which map one extremal surface to the other, allowing us to relate the
coordinate systems in their neighborhoods. Bulk diffeomorphisms, therefore, play the role
of the relative basis operator U̇ † U (2.15) in our CFT discussion.
Mapping the modular boost generators. It is instructive to proceed in parallel with
our CFT construction of section 2.2. The λ-variation of the modular Hamiltonian in the
M (x; λ) and ζ M (x; λ + δλ). As in CFT,
bulk becomes the difference of the vector fields ζmod
mod
this can generally be organized into two contributions as follows
M
M
δλ ζmod
(x; λ) = [ξ(x; λ, δλ), ζmod (x; λ)]M + P0λ [δλ ζmod
(x; λ)]

(3.8)

M
where δλ ζmod
is the difference between the two modular generators and P0 is the bulk
projector onto zero modes discussed in more detail below (see eq. (3.14)). The vector field
ξ(x; λ, δλ) is a diffeomorphism rotating the basis of the modular Hamiltonian, which in
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where in the second line we chose to explicitly emphasize the vanishing transverse derivative
of the i−th component, ∂α ζ i xα =0 = 0, as demanded by (3.5). It follows that the class of
zero modes ζ i ∂i map the HRRT surface to itself while preserving its normal frame, a fact
that will play a crucial role in section 3.2.
Transformations (3.7) are the gravitational edge modes discussed in [14] and the analogue of the horizon symmetries of [16] where our RT surface replaces their black hole
horizon. As in our CFT discussion, the vector fields (3.7) generate symmetries of the
physics near xα = 0 in a given wedge and will be treated as local gauge transformations
on the space of entanglement wedges. We should note that, in general, there exist other
zero-modes as well, e.g. edge-modes of bulk gauge fields, that generate extra components
of the modular Berry connection. The gravitational edge-modes discussed here, however,
are universally present in holographic theories and for this reason we choose to focus our
discussion on them.

the geometric regime is simply the local coordinate system. On the other hand, the zeromode projection describes the change in the spectrum. Condition (3.8) is the direct bulk
analogue of CFT equation (2.15).
Equation (3.8) determines the diffeomorphism ξ up to additive contributions by zeromode transformations (3.7). A formal but explicit solution to the general problem can be
obtained as follows. First, we introduce the transverse location δxα = δxα (y i ; λ, δλ) of the
HRRT surface λ + δλ relative to λ. Crucially, δxα is determined simply by the deformation
δxµ∂B of the boundary subregion the surface is anchored at. This follows from equation
(3.9)

where Kα;ij = Lα gij is the normal extrinsic curvature and Kα = γ ij Kα;ij , which ensures
the new surface at δxα is also extremal, as discussed in detail in [25]. Eq. (3.9) fixes the
form of δxα in terms of its boundary condition δxµ∂B .
Second, we recall that the vector field ζmod generates boosts on the normal 2-D plane
of the HRRT surface. ζmod (λ + δλ) therefore needs to also have the form (3.3) in normal
coordinates about λ + δλ. To express this requirement, we introduce a pair of normal
vectors on the new surface na M (y; λ + δλ) = δaM + δna M (y) + O(δn2 ), where a = 0, 1 with
na · nb = ηab .4 Imposing both conditions on ξ(x; λ, δλ) then leads to the following solution
of eq. (3.8):


b
ξ M (xM ; λ, δλ) = − δaM δxa − δna M + ΓM
δx
xa
ab
+ ω(y)δaM a b xb + δiM ζ0i (y),

(3.10)

where ΓM
N K are the Christoffel symbols in gauge (3.2). A detailed derivation of ξ(x; λ, δλ) is
given given in appendix C. The expression for the diffeomorphism ξ in an arbitrary gauge
can, of course, be obtained simply by a change of coordinates in (3.10).
The quantities ω(y), ζ0i (y) are arbitrary functions of the minimal surface coordinates
representing the edge-mode ambiguity in ξ. The arbitrariness in ω(y) is precisely our
freedom in selecting a pair of orthonormal vectors nα M among the family of Lorentz
equivalent pairs, as can be seen by the transformation of δna M under a local Lorentz
boost on the surface’s transverse plane:
δnβ α → δnβ α + ω(y)β α .

(3.11)

The zero-mode ω can, therefore, be absorbed into the definition of δna M . The undetermined function ζ0i (y), in turn, expresses our right to pick the coordinate system on the
surface λ + δλ at will.
Bulk modular connection. The ambiguous edge-mode part in the solution of (3.8)
encodes the relative zero-mode frame of the two entanglement wedges. In order to define
the bulk modular connection we, therefore, need to perform a zero-mode projection of
4

There is of course no unique choice. There is a continuous family of normal vectors related by local
Lorentz transformations, which will be important later on.
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δδx Kα = −ηαβ γ ij ∇i ∇j δxβ + γ ij Ri(αβ)j δxβ − Kα;ij Kβ ij δxβ = 0

the diffeomorphism ξ M , mapping between the two coordinate systems at λ and λ + δλ.
In covariant form, the zero-mode component of the vector field ξ that defines modular
connection in the bulk reads:5
Γ(λ, δλ) = Ω[ξ]LΩ + Z i [ξ]LZ i

(3.12)

where LΩ , LZ i are the Lie derivatives generating the corresponding asymptotic symmetries
of the HRRT surface (3.7), and

(3.13)
(3.14)

Here nα M (λ) (α = 1, 2) are two unit normal vectors on the extremal surface λ with
nα · nβ = ηαβ and tiN (i = 1, . . . , d − 2) are the corresponding tangents. We also introduced ∆δλ for the ‘internal’ covariant derivative associated to the d − 2-dimensional
diffeomorphism subgroup
∂
∆δλ = δλ
+ Z i [ξ]LZ i .
(3.15)
∂λ
It is very important here that the zero-mode LZ i preserves the normal frame, as explained
around eq. (3.7), and, therefore, provides a canonical map between normal vectors at
different locations on the same HRRT surface, allowing the construction of the internal
covariant derivative (3.15).
Expression (3.13) for the boost component of Γ(λ, δλ) is, by definition, the spin connection for the normal frame of the HRRT surface. The role of the covariant derivative ∆ δλ
is to align the internal coordinates of the nearby minimal surfaces before comparing the
normal frames at the ‘same location’. Thus, the curvature of our modular Berry connection
computes the bulk Riemann curvature when the approximation (3.3) of the modular flow
is justified. We explain this proviso in more detail in the next subsection.
3.3

Bulk modular curvature and parallel transport

Equipped with connection (3.12), the bulk modular curvature follows from the standard
definition. It reads:
Rδλ1 δλ2 = δδλ1 Γ(δλ2 ) − δδλ2 Γ(δλ1 ) + [Γ(δλ1 ), Γ(δλ2 )]


= ∆δλ1 Ω(δλ2 ) − ∆δλ2 Ω(δλ1 ) LΩ


+ ∆δλ1 Z i (δλ2 ) − ∆δλ2 Z i (δλ1 ) LZ i ,

(3.16)

where ∆δλ is given by expression (3.15). We illustrate the modular curvature in figure 4.
5

It is straightforward to confirm that the definition of the zero-mode projector P [ξ] = −Ω[ξ]α β xβ ∂α −
Z [ξ]∂i satisfies P ◦ P = P , is itself a zero-mode and it annihilates the vector Lie bracket [ξ, ζmod ], as any
consistent projector should.
i
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 1

Ω ξ(λ, δλ) = αβ nα M ∂M nβN ξ N RT
2

1
γ
K
= αβ nαM ∆δλ nβ M + nαM ΓM
γK δx nβ
2


i
Z ξ(λ, δλ) = −tiN ξ N RT .

The curvature (3.16) can be decomposed into two contributions: the curvature of the
non-abelian group of surface diffeomorphisms
(Z)

Rδλ1 δλ2 = ∆δλ1 Z i (δλ2 ) − ∆δλ2 Z i (δλ1 )

(3.17)

and the curvature of the abelian subgroup of local transverse boosts generated by LΩ :
(Ω)

Rδλ1 δλ2 = ∆δλ1 Ω(δλ2 ) − ∆δλ2 Ω(δλ1 ) .

(3.18)

The appearance of the internal covariant derivative ∆δλ in (3.18) is required by covariance
because the orthogonal boosts are non-trivially fibered over the surface diffeomorphisms.
Relation to the bulk curvature. Expression (3.13) for the modular Berry connection is
the spin connection for the normal frame of the extremal surfaces. This immediately implies
that the LΩ component of the curvature (3.18) directly probes the bulk Riemann curvature.
At this point it is important, however, to recall that in approximation (3.3) of the modular flow as a boost generator we neglected terms of order O(x+ Kij|+ , x− Kij|− ) where Kij|α
is the normal extrinsic curvature of the HRRT surface. These, generally non-local, contributions to the bulk modular Hamiltonian can generate corrections of order O(Kij|α δxα )
to (3.13), which affect its curvature at orders O(K 2 , ∂K). Since the modular curvature
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Figure 4. Modular Berry curvature in the bulk. The modular zero mode frames are marked
with pairs of arrows that stand for the normal vectors nM
α (λ, y) (which transform under orthogonal
boosts); the distances between neighboring pairs reflect the extremal surface diffeomorphism frame.
We parallel transport a zero mode frame from the bottom surface to the top surface along two
different paths (red and blue); the mismatch between the resulting frames is the modular curvature. The mismatch between the locations of the red and blue arrows on the top is the surface
diffeomorphism component of the curvature (3.17) while the mismatch between their directions is
the boost component of the curvature (3.18).

computed by naı̈vely employing approximation (3.3) at every step is the bulk Riemann curvature, our computation of (3.10) is under control only when there is a hierarchy between
the bulk Riemann curvature and the normal extrinsic curvature of the HRRT surface
R  K 2 , ∂K .

(3.19)

Modular parallel transport. Assuming (3.19), we can illustrate the modular parallel
transport geometrically. Consider a family of minimal surfaces γ(λ) with λ ∈ [0, 1] that
form a closed loop γ(0) = γ(1). In a neighborhood of every minimal surface γ(λ) we
α i
α
can define a coordinate system xM
λ = (xλ , yλ ), where xλ (α = 0, 1) measures distances
from γ(λ) along two orthogonal directions. These are simply local choices for the edgemode frames of the corresponding entanglement wedges. As we explained in the previous
section, these different localized coordinate patches are related to each other by the diffeomorphisms (3.10):
M
M
xM
λ+δλ = xλ + ξ (x; λ, dλ) .

(3.20)

The ‘gluing’ diffeomorphism ξ is of course subject to the zero mode ambiguity, which is
the focus of this paper.
Given the connection (3.12), we can define a covariant derivative
∇λ =

δ
+ Γ(λ, δλ)
δλ

(3.21)

which generates parallel transport. Applied to the coordinate frames xM
λ , parallel transport
M
M
assigns a canonical frame x̃λ to every surface γ(λ), given an initial condition x̃M
λ0 = xλ0 .
For an infinitesimal step δλ, the parallel transported frame becomes:
M
M
x̃M
λ+δλ = x̃λ + δλ ∇λ x̃λ


∂
∂
αβ
i
= xM
+
Ω(λ,
δλ)
x̃
+
Z
(λ,
δλ)
x̃M
λβ
λ+δλ
λ
∂ x̃αλ
∂ ỹλi


1 γ
M
= x̃M
 δ ∂γ ξ δ x̃α =0 δαM αβ x̃λβ − δiM ξ i
λ + ξ (x̃; λ, δλ) +
2

x̃α =0

.

(3.22)

In the second step we used the explicit form of the zero-mode generators in the local
orthonormal gauge (3.7) and in the third step we used the formulas (3.13), (3.14) for the
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The curvature of the geometric connection (3.13), (3.14) is an approximation to the modular
Berry connection at leading order in a K 2 /R, ∂K/R expansion.
Condition (3.19) can be intuitively understood as follows: the geometric approximation
to the bulk modular flow confines us within a distance of order O(1/K) from the extremal
surface. If this distance is also small compared to the Riemann curvature, spacetime looks
effectively flat, and the boost of the normal frame resulting from parallel transporting the
surface is comparable to the corrections neglected in the approximation (3.3). The modular
Berry curvature, therefore, reliably measures the bulk curvature in the neighborhood of an
RT surface when the surfaces considered obey (3.19).

components of the connection Ω, Z i . An application of the projector (3.14) to (3.22) reveals
that the diffeomorphism ξ˜M (λ, δλ) generating parallel transport of the edge-mode frame
M
˜M
x̃M
λ+δλ = x̃λ + ξ (x̃; λ, δλ)

(3.23)

indeed has vanishing zero mode components.
The modular parallel transport in the bulk can be summarized as a geometric flow,
which at every step:
1. maps between the two modular boost generators (up to zero modes),

3. preserves the hyperbolic angles on the normal 2-D plane.
We can covariantly express these conditions as follows:
h
iM
M
M
˜ λ, δλ), ζmod (x; λ)
δλ ζmod
(x; λ) − P0λ [δλ ζmod
(x; λ)] = ξ(x;


1 αβ
 nα · ∂ nβ · ξ˜ RT = 0
2
ti · ξ˜
= 0.
RT

(3.24)
(3.25)
(3.26)

They are direct bulk analogues of the CFT conditions (2.20).
Following these rules we can transport the surface around a closed loop in the space
of extremal surfaces, returning to its original location in the end. A comparison of the
original and transported coordinate frames in its vicinity will reveal a location-dependent
boost transformation on its normal plane and a diffeomorphism of the internal coordinates.
This is the bulk modular Berry holonomy. We saw an example of it in figure 4, which shows
the computation of the modular curvature — that is, the holonomy of an infinitesimal loop.
But the picture is the same for larger loops, for example the loop shown in figure 3.
3.4

Example: pure AdS3

This subsection mirrors the discussion of the boundary modular Berry connection in the
vacuum of a two-dimensional CFT. In appendix B we identify the operator that generates
modular parallel transport from boundary interval λ to interval λ + δλ. In doing so, we
only exploit the global conformal algebra SO(2, 1) × SO(2, 1).
But this SO(2, 1) × SO(2, 1) is also the algebra of the Killing vector fields of AdS3 .
In particular, equations (B.8)–(B.9), (B.12) and (B.13) hold for the corresponding Killing
vector fields. As a consequence, the Killing vector field that represents (B.12) is a solution
of equation (3.8). We also know it has no zero mode component to be projected out
M
P0λ [δλ ζmod
(x; λ)] = 0

(3.27)

because — as was the case for operator Vδλ in the boundary discussion — it too lives
in eigenspaces of the adjoint action of ζmod that are orthogonal to the 0-eigenspace. In
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2. is always orthogonal to the extremal surface,

summary, the Killing vector field that corresponds to Vδλ generates the bulk modular
parallel transport in pure AdS3 .
To understand bulk modular parallel transport geometrically, consider an initial HRRT
surface that is a diagonal of a static slice of AdS3 :
λ = (a+ , b+ , a− , b− ) ≡ (θL +tL , θR +tR , θL −tL , θR −tR ) = (−π/2, π/2, −π/2, π/2) . (3.28)
The analysis for other initial geodesics is identical up to an overall AdS 3 isometry. The
task is to interpret
1
(−∂a+ K+ + ∂b+ K+ + ∂a− K− − ∂b− K− ) ,
2πi

the SO(2, 1) × SO(2, 1) algebra element that generates modular parallel transport, as an
AdS3 Killing vector field. In the representation (B.3), the action of (B.12) on the boundary is:


1 da+
1 db+
sin x+ + 1 ∂+ −
sin x+ − 1 ∂+
2 dλ
2 dλ


1 da−
1 db−
+
sin x− + 1 ∂− −
sin x− − 1 ∂− .
2 dλ
2 dλ

(3.29)

Going to θ and t-coordinates on the boundary, this becomes:


1
d(b+ − a+ )
d(b− − a− )
d(a+ + b+ + a− + b− )
−
sin(θ + t) −
sin(θ − t) +
∂θ
2
dλ
dλ
dλ


1
d(b+ − a+ )
d(b− − a− )
d(a+ + b+ − a− − b− )
+
−
sin(θ + t) +
sin(θ − t) +
∂t .
2
dλ
dλ
dλ
(3.30)
Let us survey what this solution means in the bulk of AdS3 .
One option is to move from λ to:
λ + δλ = (−π/2 + dλ, π/2 + dλ, −π/2 + dλ, π/2 + dλ) .

(3.31)

In this case, parallel transport is carried out by this global conformal symmetry:
Vδλ = 2∂θ .

(3.32)

It is easy to see that the corresponding symmetry of AdS3 is a global rotation about its
center, which maps the geodesic λ to λ + δλ. Mapping the special interval (3.28) to a
general initial λ, we recognize the following rule of parallel transport:
Case 1. If two geodesics live on a common H2 subspace of pure AdS3 and intersect, bulk
modular parallel transport is a rigid rotation about their intersection point which preserves
their common H2 . This rule for bulk modular parallel transport, dubbed ‘rotation without
slipping,’ was first explained in [13].
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equation (B.12) =

Another case is to move from λ to:
λ + δλ = (−π/2 + dλ, π/2 + dλ, −π/2 − dλ, π/2 − dλ) .

(3.33)

In this case, parallel transport is carried out by this global conformal symmetry:
Vδλ = 2∂t .

(3.34)

This is a rigid time translation in AdS3 . Once again, mapping the special interval (3.28)
to a general initial λ, we recognize the following rule of parallel transport:

There are two other basic cases, which depend on the relative signs of da+ /dλ, db+ /dλ,
da− /dλ and db− /dλ. Altogether, these four basic cases span the four dimensions of kinematic space [13, 21]. The most general case is of course a linear combination of the four.
Its detailed geometric meaning will be discussed in [26].
Along any trajectory in the space of geodesics, parallel transport is generated by an
AdS3 isometry, which at each step maps geodesic λ to geodesic λ + δλ. When we close
a loop, we generate a finite AdS3 isometry that maps the initial geodesic back to itself.
Such isometries are spanned by the orthogonal boost and rigid translation along the said
geodesic. Of course, we have reached the same conclusion in eqs. (2.26): in the language of
section 2.4.1, the orthogonal boost is generated by K+ +K− and the longitudinal translation
by K+ − K− .

4

The proposal and implications

In this paper, we proposed a link between the curvature of spacetime and the relations
between modular Hamiltonians of the dual CFT state. Our key observation on the boundary is that the set of subregion modular Hamiltonians is endowed with a gauge symmetry,
consisting of rotating the basis of each Hmod by a zero-mode transformation. The relative
zero-mode frame is then promoted to a gauge connection with a non-vanishing curvature.
This is a notion of curvature, which — as first recognized in [12]—is directly associated to
the entanglement pattern of the state. It can be studied by applying the ideas of Berry,
Wilczek and Zee [19, 20] to the set of modular Hamiltonians.
Modular Berry holonomies as an entanglement measure. The characterization of
multi-partite entanglement is a famously unsolved problem. Unlike two-partite entanglement, which is entirely characterized by the spectrum of the modular Hamiltonians, it is
not known what quantities are sufficient to classify different forms of multi-partite entanglement.6 Modular Berry holonomies are a promising quantity in this regard. One way in
6

Although there exist classification schemes that are customized to specific systems like qubits [27–29].
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Case 2. If two geodesics λ and λ + δλ live on a common AdS2 subspace of pure AdS3 and
do not intersect, bulk modular parallel transport is a global time translation that preserves
their common AdS2 . This time translation also preserves that timelike geodesic in AdS,
which connects the points of closest approach between λ and λ + δλ.

which one might probe multi-system entanglement is to group the systems into two sets
and study how the resulting bipartite entanglement varies as the grouping evolves. This
is a description of the modular Berry-Wilson loop. Because the focus of this paper is on
holographic applications of the modular Berry connection, we leave an exploration of its
uses for classifying entanglement to the future.

Error correction and bulk locality. Our proposed holographic relation between modular Berry curvature and bulk spacetime curvature hinges on the validity of the JLMS
relation (1.1). The latter is the only bridge between our CFT and bulk discussions. The
error correction framework for the AdS/CFT dictionary [3] clarified that the equivalence
of bulk and boundary modular Hamiltonians (1.1) holds within the code subspace, namely
the subspace of the CFT Hilbert space describing bulk low energy excitations about a
specific background. It is therefore implicit in our construction that in the holographic
context the Hmod appearing in equations (2.6) and (2.15) is actually the restriction of the
exact P
exact CFT modular Hamiltonian to the code subspace Hmod = Pcode Hmod
code .
The code subspace projection is more than just a technicality; it is directly responsible
for endowing the boundary modular Hamiltonian with the right zero-mode algebra. In a
typical CFT state, the symmetries of the modular Hamiltonian are either generated by
Hmod itself and the conserved global charges of the CFT, if any, or they are simple phase
rotations of individual modular eigenstates. On the other hand, the existence of a local,
semiclassical bulk requires a set of zero-modes that generate the asymptotic symmetry
group of the HRRT surface (3.7). The essential task of the projector Pcode is to introduce
the correct group of approximate zero-modes. In the absence of any currently known, bulkindependent way for identifying the appropriate code subspaces in the boundary theory,
the modular zero-mode algebra and the corresponding modular Berry holonomies can serve
as a useful guiding principle.
On the role of soft modes. There is an aspect of our story that played a supporting
role in our main presentation but we believe deserves more attention. This is the new, to
our knowledge, use of gravitational edge modes of subregions to probe the curvature of
their embedding spacetime. Edge modes have been subject to a lot of recent studies due to
their relation to soft theorems and the memory effect [15], the construction of the physical
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Modular Berry holonomies in holography. In the bulk, modular flow admits a simple
geometric description sufficiently close to the corresponding HRRT surface. This allowed
us to translate the CFT rules of modular parallel transport to entanglement wedges and
derive a bulk avatar of the modular Berry connection. Our main result is that for HRRT
surfaces that satisfy condition (3.19) the modular Berry connection reduces to a geometric
connection encoding the spin connection for the normal surface frame and the relative
embedding of the internal coordinates. Its curvature is, therefore, a holographic probe
of the bulk Riemann curvature. A somewhat different CFT Berry connection recently
appeared in the discussion of holographic complexity [37, 38], while the algebra of modular
Hamiltonians was used for bulk reconstruction in [24, 39]. Our feeling is that there is an
overarching framework connecting these results to the ideas we presented here.

Bulk gauge field holonomies. An interesting playground for our ideas is the case of
holographic CFTs with global symmetries. The conserved charges give rise to a new set
of modular zero-modes, which are holographically mapped to the edge modes of the dual
bulk gauge field. The relevant component of the modular Berry curvature should then be
reflected in the local field strength of the gauge field along an HRRT surface. This setup
is, in a sense, simpler than the gravitational case we discussed in this work and could allow
for more computations. For example, it would be an interesting exercise to repeat the
computations we did for pure AdS3 with a bulk gauge field turned on.
Gravitation and gauge field dynamics? A particularly exciting question we leave
for future study is whether our proposed perspective on the bulk gravitational and gauge
connections can shed light on the emergence of their dynamics [43]. An excitation of the
CFT state gets imprinted on the modular Hamiltonians in its future causal cone and thus
affects the modular Berry connection. As a result, the latter is ultimately promoted to a
dynamical object. Whether the laws governing this evolution take a useful form, however,
remains to be seen. It is worth noting that an appealing feature of our approach is that
it treats all gauge fields, including gravity, on equal footing. All bulk holonomies have the
same microscopic origin in the CFT: the entanglement pattern of the state as encoded in
7

We thank Beni Yoshida for this comment.
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phase space of subsystems in gauge theories [14, 30, 33, 34], the definition of entanglement
entropy [35, 36], and, more speculatively, to the black hole information problem [16, 40].
In our work, the relative edge mode frame of infinitesimally separated regions acquired a
new physical interpretation as a gravitational connection with curvature that depends on
the background spacetime.
One moral of our treatment is that soft modes are unphysical, gauge degrees of freedom
from the perspective of a given subregion but their holonomies contain physical geometric
information. This informs the recent discussion regarding the physical significance of soft
modes [30–32]. It will be illuminating to formulate our ideas more rigorously in the canonical formalism along the lines of [14], where we believe they may offer a useful framework
for describing surface translations. It is also worthwhile to apply them in backgrounds that
are not asymptotically AdS.
We also learned that we can ‘implant’ soft hair on the boundary of a subregion by
transporting it around a closed loop. It is interesting to compare the latter with the more
operational way of exciting soft modes by sending shockwaves that cross the boundary of the
subregion [15]. Intuitively, the shockwaves of [15] can be thought of as the ‘experimental’
protocol for shifting the location of the horizon — an idealized version of which is the
transport problem we formulate in this paper. To construct a closed loop of surfaces we
could apply two shockwaves along different directions, in two different orderings. The edgemode holonomy in this setup measures the soft graviton component of the commutator of
the two shockwaves. It would be interesting to understand this heuristic picture in detail.
The appearance of shockwave commutators also suggests an intriguing possible relation to
the physics of chaos [41, 42].7

the relative bases of modular Hamiltonians. A dynamical law of the sort we speculate here
would constitute a unified holographic description of gravitational and gauge interactions.
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A

Berry connection

Consider a family of normalized pure states ρ(λ) = |ψ(λ)ihψ(λ)|. Each state is invariant

under the transformation U (λ) = exp iθ(λ)|ψ(λ)ihψ(λ)| , which simply rotates the vector
|ψ(λ)i by a phase θ(λ). The operators U (λ) are therefore the modular zero modes in this
simple example.
The variation of the state under an infinitesimal change of λ is
∂λ ρ = (∂λ |ψi) hψ| + |ψi (∂λ hψ|) = [V, ρ]

(A.1)

where we defined the anti-Hermitian operator
V = (∂λ |ψi) hψ| − |ψi (∂λ hψ|) .

(A.2)

This is clearly not unique since any addition of zero-modes to V respects equation (A.1).
This reflects our freedom to independently rotate the phases of |ψ(λ)i and |ψ(λ + δλ)i.
According to (2.16), the modular Berry connection is the projection of V (λ) onto the
zero modes of ρ(λ) which, using the projector (2.12), reads:


Γ = P0λ [V (λ)] = hψ|∂λ ψi − h∂λ ψ|ψi |ψihψ| .
(A.3)
This is the familiar Berry connection [19, 20].

B

Modular connection for CFT vacuum

The two-sided modular Hamiltonian for an interval in the CFT vacuum can be written in
terms of the conformal generators as Hmod = K+ + K− , with:
K+ = s1 L1 + s0 L0 + s−1 L−1

(B.1)

K− = t1 L̄1 + t0 L̄0 + t−1 L̄−1 .

(B.2)
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The coefficients si , ti are determined, up to an overall multiplicative constant, by the requirement that the generators K+ and K− preserve the left-moving and right-moving null
coordinates of the interval endpoints (a+ , b+ ) and (a− , b− ), respectively. Working in the
representation
+

L−1 = ie−ix ∂+

and

L0 = i∂+

and

+

L1 = ieix ∂+ ,

(B.3)

with an identical action of the L̄i s on the x− null coordinate, we find:
2π cot(b+ − a+ )/2
eia+ + eib+

t1 = −

t0 = 2π cot(b− − a− )/2

s0 = −2π cot(b+ − a+ )/2
s−1 =

2π cot(b− − a− )/2
eia− + eib−

2π cot(b+ − a+ )/2
e−ia+ + e−ib+

t−1 = −

(B.4)

2π cot(b− − a− )/2
.
e−ia− + e−ib−

We found the overall magnitude of Hmod by demanding that exp(−Hmod /2) — a finite
SO(2, 1) × SO(2, 1) transformation — map an interval to its complement.
The generator of modular parallel transport is defined by the conditions:
∂a+ K+ = [Vδa+ , K+ ]
P0 [Vδa+ ] = 0 .

(B.5)
(B.6)

In the vacuum of a two-dimensional CFT, any single-interval modular Hamiltonian can
be mapped to any other using conformal transformations. This is the reason for the
absence of the spectrum changing operator appearing on the left hand side of the general
equation (2.20). The same fact guarantees that Vδa+ is an element of the conformal algebra,
so it is a linear combination of the generators (B.3).
To find Vδa+ explicitly, it is convenient to decompose the conformal algebra into eigenoperators of the adjoint action of the modular Hamiltonian:
[K+ , Eκ ] = κEκ .

(B.7)

The three solutions of equation (B.7) are:
[K+ , K+ ] = 0
[K+ , ∂a+ K+ ] = −2πi ∂a+ K+

(B.8)

[K+ , ∂b+ K+ ] = +2πi ∂b+ K+ .

(B.9)

This immediately implies eq. (2.25), i.e.:
Vδa+ =

1
∂ + K+ .
2πi a

(B.10)

Eq. (B.6) is automatically satisfied because ∂a+ K+ and K+ live in orthogonal eigenspaces
of the eigenvalue equation (B.7).
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s1 =

It is easy to consider a more general direction in kinematic space (space of CFT intervals.) Say we go from Hmod (λ) (here λ = (a+ , b+ , a− , b− )) to λ + δλ. The change in the
modular Hamiltonian is:
∂λ Hmod ≡ ∂a+ /∂λ) ∂a+ K+ + ∂b+ /∂λ) ∂b+ K+ + ∂a− /∂λ) ∂a− K− + ∂b− /∂λ) ∂b− K− .
(B.11)
The operator
 +

1
∂a
∂b+
∂a−
∂b−
Vδλ =
∂ a+ K+ −
∂ b + K+ −
∂ a− K− +
∂ b− K−
(B.12)
2πi ∂λ
∂λ
∂λ
∂λ

[Vδλ , Hmod ] = ∂λ Hmod .

(B.13)

It also satisfies (B.6) because it lives outside the zero-eigenspace of [Hmod , Eκ ] = κEκ ,
the latter being generated by K+ and K− . Therefore, (B.12) is the generator of modular
parallel transport.

C

Solution to equation (3.8)

Consider an entanglement wedge λ and a coordinate system xM = (xα , y i ) in the neighborhood of its RT surface. xα denotes distances along two directions orthogonal to the RT
surface and y i is a choice of internal surface coordinates.
Since we are ultimately interested in comparing the frames of two nearby extremal
surfaces, the form of the metric in the vicinity of the RT surface is important. It is
convenient to introduce normal geodesic coordinates σ M = (σ a (x), y i ), where σ a (x)ηab σ b (x)
a
measures the geodesic distance of a nearby point x from the minimal surface and σσ is the
unit tangent vector to the same geodesic at its starting point on the surface. In an expansion
around the surface, this coordinate system is:
1
xM (σ α , y i ) = σ M − ΓM
(y)σ α σ β + O(σ 3 ) .
2 αβ

(C.1)

The advantage of the σ-coordinates is that they set the components ΓM
αβ of the Christoffel
connection to zero, so they constitute the analog of the local inertial frame for a surface.
For as long as we focus on a small neighborhood of the RT surface (σ + Kij|+ , σ − Kij|− 
1) the action of the modular Hamiltonian is expected to be local and, therefore, it can be
M (σ) generating a geometric flow. About the surface, the
described by a vector field ζ(λ)
modular flow generator has the form:
a
ζ(λ)
= 2πa b σ b
i
ζ(λ)
= 0.

(C.2)

The λ-derivative of the modular boost. Consider now a nearby entanglement wedge
λ+δλ whose RT surface is separated from that of λ by δσ α (yi ) in the orthogonal directions.
M
Its modular boost generator ζ̃(λ+δλ)
will have the same form (C.2) in the normal frame of
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solves

the new wedge. Let na M (ỹ; λ + δλ) (a = 0, 1) be two orthonormal vectors at every point
ỹ i on the HRRT surface of λ + δλ and denote by sa distances along na M . Then the map

σ a (sa , ỹ i ), y i (sa , ỹ i ) , at first non-trivial order in the separation of the two surfaces, is:
σ a = δσ a (ỹ) + sa + δnb a sb + O(s2 , δσ 2 , δn2 )
y i = ỹ i + δnb i sb + O(s2 , δσ 2 , δn2 ) .

(C.3)

δnb a → δnb a + ω(ỹ)b a

(C.4)

will yield an equally acceptable pair of normal directions. There is, therefore, an ambiguity
in the map between the normal frames of two nearby minimal surfaces. This ambiguity
will be important in what follows.
M
Since the vector field ζ̃(λ+δλ)
has the form (C.2) in the sa -coordinates, we can use
transformation (C.3) to map it back to the σ-coordinates and compute the difference of
the two modular boost generators:
δλ ζ M = − δaM a b δσ b − δaM a b δnc b σ c + δna M a b σ b
+ O(s2 , δσ 2 , δn2 ) .

(C.5)

Zero-mode component of (C.5). The next step is to compute the zero mode component of δλ ζ M and subtract it to obtain an equation for the Lie bracket of ξ with ζλ .
Applying the projector (3.14) to the right hand side of (C.5), we find:


1
Ω (δλ ζ) = − ab ∂a ηbc δλ ζ b
=0
(C.6)
2
σ a =0
Z i (δλ ζ) = δλ ζ i

σ a =0

= 0.

(C.7)

Equation (C.5) contains no zero mode components, so no extra subtraction is necessary.
The bulk modular connection. By plugging the result (C.5) into equation (3.8) we
obtain an equation for the diffeomorphism ξ that can be straightforwardly solved to get
ξ M = −δaM δσ a − δna M σ a .

(C.8)

The solution (C.8) is not unique, because the vector Lie bracket [ξ, ζ] has a kernel. The
family of solutions of (3.8) are related to (C.8) (and each other) by:
ξ M → ξ M + ω(ỹ i )δaM a b σ b + δiM ζ0i (ỹi ) .

(C.9)

As discussed in the main text, this is simply an addition of modular zero modes. The
first term, corresponding to a spatially varying boost along the orthogonal RT surface
directions, can be absorbed in the ambiguity (C.4) in the local choice of normal vectors
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Here δna M ≡ na M (λ + δλ) − na M (λ) and we have used the fact that, in the orthonormal
gauge we are using, the normal vectors on the λ surface are na M (λ) = δaM .
It is important to note that the choice of normal coordinates sa is not unique, since
any local Lorentz boost on the orthogonal plane

on the RT surface of λ + δλ. The second term, in turn, allows the internal coordinate
systems on λ and λ + δλ to be related by an infinitesimal element of the d − 2-dimensional
diffeomorphim subgroup.
It instructive to transform the result (C.8) back to the general normal gauge xM
using (C.1). The computation yields the following general solution (up to zero modes):


b
ξ M = −δaM δσ a − δna M + ΓM
xa .
(C.10)
ab δσ
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